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Abstract

Video streaming is a popular application in today’s Internet. Due to the large video population and user population, a single server is never adequate. A large number of peers are typically involved to provide the streaming-based VoD service by replicating several movies. Peers’ service cannot guarantee streaming performance, thus in most P2P VoD system server works as final backup to provide insufficient bandwidth. How to cache right content on each peer is the key to determine server load. This work is composed by two parts. First, we will analyze how to determine the movie content replicated by each peer with different request scheduling strategies to minimize server load. In the second part, we propose a model to analytically characterize the benefit of coding for video streaming in P2P VoD system. In this model, the video content is divided into segments, and the same positioned chunks of consecutive segments form a substream. Coding can be done by mixing different chunks of a segment with different block sizes. We conclude that the streaming performance always improves with block size. The replication cost increases with block size when replication is done in a P2P fashion; so there is a trade-off between streaming and replication.
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